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Although heterogeneous propellant and its innately nondeterminis-
tic, chemically discrete morphology dominates applications, ballistic-
characterization deterministic time-mean burning rate and acoustic ad-
mittance measures£ absence of explicit, nondeterministic information
requires homogeneous propellant with a smooth, uniformly regressing
burning surface: inadequate boundary conditions for heterogeneous pro-
pellant grained applications. The past age overcame this dichotomy
with one-dimensional (1D) models and empirical knowledge from nu-
merous, adequately supported motor developments and supplementary
experiments. However, current cost and risk constraints inhibit this ap-
proach. Moreover, its fundamental science approach is more sensitive
to incomplete boundary condition information (garbage-in still equals
garbage-out) and more is expected. This work critiques this situation
and sketches a path forward based on enhanced ballistic and motor char-
acterizations in the workplace and approximate model and apparatus
developments mentored by CSAR DNS capabilities (or equivalent).

NOMENCLATURE

a acoustic speed

A area

Ab pressure coupled acoustic admittance, (ûb/af )/(p̂E/pE)

c speci¦c heat

C∗ characteristic velocity

F{}(γ)ωc real part of Fourier transform at circular frequency ωc

g acceleration

L∗ characteristic chamber length, V/At

M molecular weight

p pressure
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rb burning rate

Rp universal gas constant

Rp pressure-coupled mass response function, (r̂b/rb)(p̂E/pE)

t time

tB burn time

T temperature

�u velocity vector

web web for burning rate characterization

�x position vector

α thermal di¨usivity

γ speci¦c heat ratio

ε nondimensional pressure ratio, p̂/p
↔
τ shear stress tensor

τch chamber residence time, γL∗C∗/a2f
—f pressure-coupled §ame temperature response function,

(T̂f/T f )/(
�p/p)

� rotating valve throat area function

ωc circular frequency

Subscripts

b planar projection

E environmental value

f §ame state

g gas phase

p propellant

s burning surface

t throat

1,2 states 1 and 2

Special

b′ §uctuating part of b

b time-mean part of b

b̂ amplitude of b

Abbreviations

1D one-dimensional

Al aluminum

AP ammonium perchlorate

BC boundary condition
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BS burning surface

CESE conservation element and solution element

CFD computational §uid dynamics

CSAR Center for Simulation of Advanced Rockets, University of Illinois

at Urbana/Champaign

DNS direct numerical simulation

HOD homogeneous one-dimensional

HTPB hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene

MHD magnetohydrodynamic

QS quasi-steady

RS reduced smoke

1 INTRODUCTION

Solid propellant applications are dominated

Figure 1 Propellant packing (cour-
tesy T.A. Jackson/CSAR)

by heterogeneous propellants [1, 2] and

their innately nondeterministic (well

mixed), polydisperse, chemically discrete

at-the-oxidizer-particles-scale morphology,

e. g., Fig. 1 and Figs. 1 4 in [3] cut sur-

face, de§agration, snapshot Schlieren, and

burning surface topography images, and [4]

tomograms∗. Moreover, this domination is

expected to continue [6]. In contrast, in-

ternal ballistics have always been ruled by

ballistic characterization [7 9] deterministic

time-mean burning rate

rb(p, T0) ≡ web
tB

(1)

and pressure coupled acoustic admittance

Ab ≡ ûb/af

p̂E/pE

(2)

measures. Therefore, because the instantaneous mass eªux from a small area of

a heterogeneous propellant BS in a quiescent environment is∫∫
–As

ρs,c(�x, t)rs(�x, t) dAs = rbρp–Ab ,

the absence of explicit ρs,c(�x, t), rs(�x, t), etc. and BS topography information
requires the implicit assumption of a smooth, planar, chemically homogeneous,

∗If possible, readers should have these images in view as they read this text.
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and uniformly regressing BS for internal ballistic predictions based on the mea-

sures of Eqs. (1) and (2). Consequently, information de¦ciencies in ballistic

characterization invisibly replace heterogeneous-propellant grain of an applica-

tion with idealized homogeneous propellant for performance predictions (what

is the alternative?).

Although fundamental ¦eld equations that govern §ow ¦eld, e. g., Navier 

Stokes equations
ρD�u

Dt
= −∇p −∇↔

τ + ρ�g (3)

and condensed phase apply to either deterministic or nondeterministic BCs, the

absence of explicit ρs,c(�x, t), rs(�x, t), etc. and BS topography information in
ballistic characterization precludes robust §ow ¦eld predictions and deep un-

derstanding of the phenomena, e.g., physical phenomena of [3], Figs. 3 and 4

cannot be predicted. Moreover, because cold §ow analogs cannot mimic het-

erogeneous propellants �us,g(�x, t), Ts,g(�x, t),Ms,g(�x, t), and BS topography BCs,
these experiments cannot robustly mimic heterogeneous propellant de§agration

sourced §ow ¦elds. Consequently, attempts to idealize cold §ow analog exper-

iments without perspective to heterogeneous propellants£ innate challenges [10]

suggest their purpose is to validate idealized §ow ¦eld models rather than to

understand application phenomena.

Deviations from heterogeneous propellant reality created by the idealized

BCs in ballistic characterization are instructive because they illustrate physical

consequences associated with inadequate ballistic characterization. Summer¦eld

et al. [3] provided Schlieren image density variations across the BS extend to

an altitude of roughly 3 mm (the strand approximate width) (Fig. 3). There-

fore, Eq. (3) predicting a pressure gradient across the BS will create relative

motions among its constituents of di¨erent density thereby altering mixing and

chemical energy deposition∗, i. e., phenomena akin to King£s [12] §ame-bending

erosive burning model ¡ but di¨erent. Consequently, heterogeneous propellant

provides physical mechanisms for erosive burning, velocity coupling, acceleration

augmentation, etc. absent at idealized homogeneous propellant BCs.

Acoustic stability theory [13]† assumes that the rate of speci¦c §ow work at

the in§ow surface due to sinusoidal pressure oscillations of amplitude p̂E and

circular frequency ω in the environment is

RuF
⎧⎨
⎩

∮
–As

ρs,c(�x, t)rs(�x, t)Ts,g(�x, t)

Ms,g(�x, t)

dAs

–Ab

⎫⎬
⎭
(r)

ωc

?
=

af

pE

{
p̂ 2EA(r)b

}
ωc

(4)

∗Povinelli£s [11] CN spectra for another formulation at low pressure suggests that chemical

energy deposition occurs to altitudes of ∼ 3 mm.
†Reference [13] includes a brief review of acoustic and hydrodynamic stability work and

future activities.
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when the BS eªux is an ideal gas. Because the right hand side£s quiescent envi-

ronment BS eªux is truly steady state, environmental pressure oscillations, e. g.,

p̂E > 0, are necessary and create acoustic energy at its frequency. However, since
the left hand side£s de§agration in a quiescent environment is typically nonsteady

at the oxidizer particles scales and correlated by the de§agration wave propaga-

tion through the propellant morphology, its de§agration can create broadband

acoustic energy when p̂E = 0. Therefore,

(a) heterogeneous propellant de§agration in a quiescent environment typically

creates broadband acoustic energy (listen to a burning strand);

(b) stable (sustained exponential growths do not occur), heterogeneous pro-

pellant grained applications typically exhibit anomalous, low amplitude,

omni-present pressure oscillations over a broad bandwidth (measure them);

and

(c) since steady in§ow through a porous wall, e. g., �us,g = �us,g(�x), cannot
produce acoustic energy per Eq. (4), omni-present pressure oscillations in

cold §ow analogs cannot arise from this mechanism, e. g., cold §ow analogs

cannot robustly mimic heterogeneous propellant de§agration sourced §ows.

Item (b) infers §ow ¦eld stability models that assume �u ′(�x, t) = p′(�x, t) = 0
for their stable state are not robust for heterogeneous propellant grained ap-

plications and preclude deep understanding, i. e., item (b) phenomena must be

attributed to another source. Item (b) also infers CFD simulations must be

§uid dynamically and acoustically robust concurrently if predictions are to pro-

vide deep understanding. Because the CESE method alone meets this criterion

(I-Shih Chang, personnal discussion, 2006), CFD results from other numerical

methods may not be robust for heterogeneous propellant grained applications.

Van Moorhem [14] spatially averaged fundamental §ow ¦eld equations to

one spatial dimension for ports whose scalar §ow area is independent of time

(a typical acoustic stability theory assumption). Although valid for determin-

istic, idealized homogeneous propellants, it is not for heterogeneous propellant

nondeterministic variations of the §ow area perimeter geometry at the oxidizer

particles scales (see the BS images of [3], Fig. 4) because it eliminates items (a)

and (b) phenomena. Mathematically, this presumption eliminates nondetermin-

istic perimeter motions (at ¦xed scalar port area) that correlate with variables

averaged with Liebnitz rule. Thus, on the one hand, naive spatial dimension re-

ductions can subtly corrupt apparently robust mathematical developments when

heterogeneous propellant is involved.

On the other hand, the de§agration wave can ameliorate the virgin propel-

lant heterogeneity near the BS, e. g., Kubota£s [15] polyurethane, RDX propellant

e¨ectively homogeneous BS composition and de§agration processes. Therefore,

heterogeneous propellant de§agration processes can range from those that mimic
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Figure 2 The HTPB/AP/nanoAl propellant de§agration at pressure ∼ 72 psi [5]

(courtesy F. Maggi, Politecnico di Milano)

idealized homogeneous propellant BCs to those whose ρs,c(�xs, t), rs(�xs, t), etc.
and BS topography deviates signi¦cantly from this idealization. However, be-

cause Eq. (1) burning rates for these formulations can be e¨ectively identical,

rb(p, T0) information per se cannot robustly discriminate between those that
mimic idealized homogeneous propellant and those do not, i. e., classical Craw-

ford strand burner rb(p, T0) data are impotent for this purpose.

Figure 2 illustrates de§agration phenomena for an HTPB/AP/∼ 3% nanoAl
propellant. The coral structure in the left image suggests characteristics of an Al

skeleton layer [16]. However, the coral structure in the right image and elsewhere

in the images is solid suggesting hydrogen producing nanoAl + HTPB reactions

(NEWPEP Code) have created intuminescent binder that extruded around the

coarser AP particles (suggested by the cine images) to form these structures.

Moreover, additional experiments demonstrate that burning rate and its pressure

and temperature sensitivities for these formulations are e¨ectively independent

of nanoAl content when it is small (David Booth, personal discussion, summer

2007). Therefore, for these iso-rb(p, T0) propellants, nanoAl enables signi¦cant
BS topography variations at ¦xed burning rate and e¨ectively ¦xed chemical

composition ¡ phenomena impossible for idealized homogeneous propellants

smooth BS∗ presumption. Consequently, heterogeneity presents an additional

degree of freedom for propellant formulation that can be employed to optimize

the propellant for an application.

For example, the maximum amplitude of RS Maverick£s omni-present pres-

sure oscillations were reduced by a factor of ∼ 50 for iso-rb(p, T0) (chemical
composition altered < 3%) constraints thereby bringing the motor into compli-
ance with requirements [17]. Unfortunately, more than 30 full scale RS Maverick

motor tests were required to deduce the necessary ¤heterogeneity variables,¥ i. e.,

although enlightened empiricism works, it is usually expensive.

∗The author is interested in Fig. 2 propellants because their ¤coral structures¥ could protect

regression rate determining processes from the core §ow, i. e., propellants that resist erosive

burning (and velocity coupling?).
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The above demonstrates that present-time CFD predictions with ballistic-

characterization BCs approach to low risk, cost e¨ective solid rocket motor de-

velopment is not robust. This begs the question: ¤How could solid rocketry

age of development [1, 2] have achieved so much with 1D models and the same

ballistic characterization information?¥ The answer is instructive.

(d) Since 1D models are compatible with ballistic characterizations determin-

istic information, impacts of their crudeness were ameliorated∗.

(e) The past time plurality of important motor developments, in an environ-

ment where risk was necessary and tolerated in that sense, enabled empir-

ical engineering and its concurrent hands-on training in the workplace.

The latter overcame information de¦cit on ballistic characterization with ad-

ditional, unstructured information, e.g., motor failures, planned experiments£

structured empiricism [17], etc. ¡ that, over time, provided workplaces with fa-

cilities and experienced personnel with hands-on capabilities that could achieve

low risk, cost e¨ective motor developments in this environment. Therefore, al-

though present time science-based approach has greater potential, it must have

ρs,c(�xs, t), rs(�xs, t), etc. and BS topography BC information to function robustly
because information processing is ruled by ¤garbage-in equals garbage-out¥ no

matter how hi-tech the information processing.

Present time has created DNS simulations of heterogeneous propellant de§a-

gration, etc. [20]. Figure 3 presents an instantaneous tomogram of the tempera-

ture ¦eld† for heterogeneous propellant shown in Fig. 1 whereas Fig. 4 presents

time histories of temperature for ideal microthermocouple in this ¦eld. These

Roc¦re Code simulations of heterogeneous propellant de§agration, etc. visual-

ize nondeterministic aspects and enable quantitative assessments of de§agration

phenomena for their virtual environments. On the one hand, Roc¦re Code does

not yet mimic BS melts, intuminescent binders, acceleration augmented burn-

ing (suggesting it is a BS melt phenomena), etc. On the other hand, Massa

et al. [21] demonstrate rigorous spatial averaging requires the condensed-phase

homogeneous, 1D energy equation has the form

∂T

∂t
+ rb

∂T

∂x
= α

∂2T

∂x2
+

S(x)

ρc
(5)

and the heterogeneity source term S(x) can be signi¦cant. Therefore, Roc¦re
Code virtual reality can stimulate the creation of and mentor the development

∗Deur and Hessler [18] extend axial mode acoustic stability theory to include combustion

noise and vortex phenomena, and Hessler and Glick [19] show that omni-present pressure

oscillations can help estimate modal frequencies and stability margins in applications
†The corresponding gas speed tomogram presents panel contours of similar geometry.
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Figure 3 Temperature ¦eld T (x, z, yi, t = ¦xed): HT/AP propellant (Roc¦re Code
courtesy T. L. Jackson). (Refer Glick, p. 42.)
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of approximate models with dra-

Figure 4 Ideal microthermocouple histo-

ries: HTPB/AP propellant (Roc¦re Code

simulation courtesy T. L. Jackson)

matically reduced computational

requirements∗ (note the analogy of

this DNS mentoring to graduate ed-

ucation).

For idealized homogeneous pro-

pellant de§agrating in a quiescent,

isobaric environment, each panel of

Fig. 3 would have a uniform tem-

perature and that temperature

would increase monotonically from

panel to panel with yi, i = 1, . . . ,
25, as altitude above the BS in-

creased. Moreover, all of Fig. 4 time

histories of temperature would be

monotonically increasing with alti-

tude and congruent when their initial displacements were accounted for. There-

fore, Figs. 3 and 4 complexities demonstrate that heterogeneous-propellant non-

deterministic morphology can signi¦cantly impact BS BCs and near-BS phenom-

ena, e. g., Fig. 3 [3] snapshot Schlieren images. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate equi-

librium, typically assumed to occur by approximately 30-micron altitude [27],

can be incomplete at 1500 μm, i. e., almost two orders of magnitude beyond
expectations†. This is informed (and supported) by Povinelli [11] CN spectra,

Korobeinichev [29] microthermocouple measurements (compare Fig. 12 in [29]

with Fig. 4), and Fig. 3 [3] Schlieren images (the strand is ∼ 3 mm wide).
If the disjoint elements above are integrated, i. e., combine the past-time

successful empiricism based on simple 1D models and ballistic characteriza-

tions augmented with real motor and supplementary experimental information

with present-time computational and instrumentation capabilities, a strategy for

progress emerges:

  improve ballistic characterization at the strand level with cine digital imag-
ing and acoustic energy measures;

  enhance motor testing with omni-present pressure oscillation information
and ultrasound diagnostic information;

∗Over 40 years of BDP model developments [22 26] have failed to accomplish this critical

step because naive averaging is part of the model£s DNA.
†Ideal microthermocouple measurements of Fig. 3 di¨er signi¦cantly from idealized

homogeneous-propellant monotonic expectation and exhibit large variations among identical

microthermocouples in the same propellant and environment. It appears, Kubota [28] ¦rst

connected these ¤impossible for idealized homogeneous propellant measurements¥ with het-

erogeneity.
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  employ Roc¦re Code based DNS to mentor model and hardware develop-
ment; and

  continue the development of Roc¦re Code genre.

Moreover, although the virtual reality of the Roc¦re Code genre can deviate

from reality, its completely detailed quantitative description at suboxidizer par-

ticle scales enables Popperian falsi¦cations impossible in reality ¡ a critical

advantage.

The objective of this work is to sketch how this can be accomplished.

2 CRITICAL LITERATURE

The phenomenological viewpoint of section 1 demonstrates the critical impor-

tance of explicit, nondeterministic ballistic characterization information. Critical

open literature is now examined to assess its information.

Price£s [30] seminal criticism of idealized homogeneous propellant burning

rate models argues

(f) they cannot robustly mimic heterogeneous-propellant local, spatiotemporal

variations of regression rate, composition, temperature, topography, etc.

across the BS at the oxidizer particle microscale (see [3, 11, 28, 29, 31, 32]

artifacts); and

(g) spatial mean BS composition changes during transients [33, 34, 35, 36]

(Steinz and Selzer£s BS AP depletions during rapid depressurization extin-

guishments are compelling evidence) and

the experimental data support Price. Moreover, these experimental Schlieren

images [3], CN spectra [11], microthermocouple [28, 29, 31], and line reversal

pyrometer [32] measurements support Figs. 3 and 4 isobaric de§agration char-

acteristics. In addition, optical temperature and/or specie measurements during

and extinguished surface composition measurements after rapid depressurization

extinguishments demonstrate that signi¦cant BS composition and §ame tem-

perature variations can occur during transients. Furthermore, Stokes et al. [37]

rapid extinguishments demonstrate that erosive burning can alter composite-

propellant BS topography inferring erosive burning alters impacts of items (f)

and (g).

Logical consequences of items (f) and (g) are signi¦cant.

(h) Since quasi-steady (QS) processes are a sequence of steady-state processes,

where BS composition is constrained to the virgin-propellant steady-state

BS composition, they cannot robustly mimic item (g). Therefore, conven-

tional QS and QSHOD transient burning rate models [38] are not robust

for heterogeneous propellants.
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(i) Schoyer£s [39] analysis of L∗ instability and item (g) [40] infer that conven-

tional L∗ models [41] are not robust. Consequently, Culick£s [42] demon-

stration that conventional acoustic stability theory includes only conven-

tional L∗ models infers that conventional acoustic stability theory [43] is

not robust for heterogeneous propellants.

George and Davidson [44] demonstrate that asymptotic turbulent §ows are sensi-

tive to their source spatiotemporal characteristics (large-eddy structures appear

to propagate this information). Therefore, heterogeneous propellants �us,g(�x, t),
Ts,g(�x, t),Ms,g(�x, t), and BS topography information is expected to impact the
§ow ¦eld as RS Maverick£s [17] development demonstrates (see also Figs. 2 4

and Figs. 3 and 4 in [3]).

Massa et al. [21] prove that robustly homogenized heterogeneous propellant

requires heterogeneity related source terms S(x, t) in the condensed-phase ho-
mogeneous 1D (HOD) energy equation, e. g., Eq. (5). Moreover, Roc¦re Code

results demonstrate that S(x, t) can be signi¦cant. In addition, if Massa et
al. BS smoothing function is applied to the §ow ¦eld equations, e. g., Eq. (1),

heterogeneity related source terms also appear there.

Therefore, idealized homogeneous-propellant smooth and uniform composi-

tion BS, and deterministic BCs, e. g., burning rate, acoustic admittance, etc.,

require the items (f) and (g) heterogeneity information lost to be appropriately

embedded in the condensed-phase and the §ow ¦eld governing equations if predic-

tions for heterogeneous propellant grained applications are to be robust and pro-

vide deep understanding of the phenomena. Because the philosophical principle

¤the whole is equal to or greater than the sum of its parts ¥ infers that information

removed from one part (BCs) of the whole must be re-

Figure 5 Sideways

sandwich model

stored to another (¦eld equations), it supports the gen-

erality of [21] mathematical results.

The QS reactive region of [21] Rocburn Code reveals

it cannot robustly mimic nonsteady heterogeneous pro-

pellant de§agration e¨ects of item (g). Therefore, on the

one hand, Rocburn Code joins the BDP genre [22 26]

of QS burning rate models whose (unmissed) absence of

explicit items (f) and (g) information renders them im-

potent for robust §ow ¦eld BCs. On the other hand,

Schusser et al. [25] and Rasmusson and Frederick [26]

combination of the Cohen and Strand model [24] QS

reactive region with Fig. 5 sideways sandwich (homo-

geneous binder and oxidizer slabs) condensed-phase ge-

ometry enables item (g) predictions ¡ a signi¦cant development ([45] provides

a linearized version of [25]). Unfortunately, the sandwich homogeneous slabs

preclude BS AP depletions observed in Steinz and Selzer£s [34] rapid depressur-

ization experiments. Therefore, these heterogeneous propellant models instan-
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taneous mass burning rate and §ame temperature predictions cannot be robust

for either linear or nonlinear processes.

The literature above demonstrates intellectual thought and experimental dat-

ing from the late 1960s, 1970s, and recent analyses support the inferences of sec-

tion 1 based on boundary value problem fundamentals, physical evidence, and

rational thought.

3 REGENERATION

Sections 1 and 2 demonstrate that the absence of explicit, nondeterministic in-

formation from ballistic characterizations and naively homogenized burning-rate

models prohibits low-cost performance predictions for heterogeneous propellant

grained motors that are robust and provide deep understanding of the phenom-

ena. The absence of explicit perspectives to these challenges in pertinent peer

and editor reviewed journals∗ (see previous citations, e. g., [13]), texts [46, 47],

monographs [48, 49], and the AIAA PAA series [3, 50 52] supports the hypoth-

esis that the idealized homogeneous propellant is a Kuhnian paradigm [53] for

Academy and scholarly publications: heterogeneity cannot be avoided in the

workplace. Therefore, formal solid rocket education and research (particularly,

graduate student research) are typically not robust for heterogeneous propel-

lants and workplaces are intellectually separated from the Academy. Moreover,

¤hands-on¥ capability in the workplace is diminishing as retirement and/or death

reduce their population of adept personnel and the scarcity of new develop-

ments and risk intolerance inhibits ¤hands-on¥ learning. Furthermore, because

heterogeneous-propellant unique phenomenological and numerical challenges re-

main largely unrecognized, education and/or research that neither address these

challenges nor put them in perspective produce disinformation and graduates

taught to believe it.

This dismal description is probably excessive because intelligent people in

competitive environments save their best for themselves, i. e., they do not freely

share with competitors.

The objective of this section is to sketch a path out of the dismal situation

and toward an internal ballistics that routinely treats heterogeneous propellant

grained applications realistically within cost and risk constraints. Its focus is

smaller hardware for six reasons:

1. Adequate ballistic characterization is the fundamental technical challenge.

2. Computational costs for CSAR type DNS are not prohibitive.

∗Web of Science citation searches on [3, 11, 21, 28, 31 36] were graciously performed by

Purdue University£s Engineering Library. Results infer these seminal references are rarely cited

and, when cited, the intent is seldom critical. Although this does not include journals from

outside the USA, it suggests the spirit of present time in the USA.
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3. Small propellant requirements enable engagement in the motor develop-

ment process at the beginning of its propellant development e¨ort: more

information earlier enables better decisions sooner.

4. Although large motor developments are scarce, small motor developments

are not.

5. Small motor developments are typically based on trial and error empiricism

(Dr. J.N. Lilley, personal comment, 2006):

(a) ballistic predictions are often more di©cult (it is rare to ¦nd a large

motor with 10 kpsi peak pressure and 50 ms burn time; erosive burn-

ing increases with decreasing motor size; etc.);

(b) trial and error development has demonstrated superior robustness and

cost e¨ectiveness; and

(c) because ballistic information obtained from small motor developments

is relatively small, data increases from investments in improved instru-

mentation/testing should be large.

6. This focus enables a synergistic merging of the strengths of past and present

time within the latter£s constraints.

Because a plentiful, cost e¨ective supply of real motor information is necessary,

utilizing item 5 is critical to success.

3.1 Workplace Diagnostics

3.1.1 Optical strand burners

Idealized homogeneous-propellant ballistic-characterization determinism infers

that artifacts of items (f) and (g) are insigni¦cant. Therefore, on the one hand,

early assessment of this presumption adequacy is crucial:

  if the candidate propellant behaves like idealized homogeneous propellant,
the internal ballistics of the idealized homogeneous propellant should be

adequate.

On the other hand, if the candidate fails this test, su©cient information to

enable a heterogeneous-propellant internal-ballistics design is necessary. There-

fore, because ballistic characterization begins with strands, routine strand burner

characterization must provide su©cient information to make this decision.

Commercial availability of high-resolution, high-framing-rate digital image

recorders enable concurrent burning rate and dispersed agglomerate quanti¦ca-

tion and qualitative assessment of de§agration phenomena at the strand level
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Figure 6 Vibration correlated Al dispersion at 1 atm, ĝ ∼ 150g ; right: acceler-

ation dispersion; left: acceleration retention [5] (courtesy A. Bandera and F. Maggi,

Politecnico di Milano)

with conventional strand burner cost e¨ectiveness and through put (strands

burned/day). Moreover, because data and images are digital, computer technol-

ogy enables automated data reduction, archival, and retrieval, i. e., a personnel

independent, searchable, institutional memory.

Available technology can enhance an optical strand burner information. Pulse

illumination can ameliorate image blur and overwhelm self-illumination. More-

over, Schlieren images provide density gradient information, e. g., Fig. 3 [3].

Multiple images can be recorded simultaneously with a split frame providing

instantaneous comparisons. Time sequenced self- and externally illuminated im-

ages provide additional information.

Figure 2 demonstrates that optical strand burner tests can provide quanti-

tative time-mean burning rate and qualitative de§agration process information

concurrently. Moreover, Bandera et al. [54] demonstrate that quantitative metal

agglomerate information can also be obtained. Therefore, for DC acceleration

environments that do not retain the metal additive on the BS, quantitative

measures of time-mean burning rate and metal additive agglomeration and qual-

itative measures of de§agration processes are in hand.

Figure 6 demonstrates that propellant de§agration in a window burner (in

this case, the strand sting is vibrated) to characterize propellant de§agration is

a vibrating environment. Because the sequence of cine digital images can be

phase correlated with the vibrational environment, a sequence of images at iden-

tical vibrational states can be obtained and treated with the technology of [54]

to characterize the time-mean burning rate and metal additive agglomeration

characteristics. Therefore, the ensemble of this information would provide its

phase dependence. Consequently, the technology of [54] can be employed to
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Figure 7 Schematic of taut wire di¨erence measurement

concurrently characterize the time-mean burning rate and metal agglomeration

quantitatively and de§agration process qualitatively in DC and AC acceleration

¦elds.

Because strand de§agrations are audible, strand burner characterization

should be possible. Moreover, this measurement could be addressed with Roc¦re

Code based simulations to optimize burner surface geometry, acoustic admit-

tance, and multiple microphones. Moreover, because the integrand terms in the

left hand side of Eq. (4) and the microphone signals would both be known, their

relation could be optimized. In any event, systematic characterization at strand

and small motor level could be employed to assess the ability of strand burner

characterizations to predict omni-present pressure oscillations in applications.

The primary focus of strand burner characterization is to de¦ne propellants

sensitivity to environment (pressure, initial temperature) and formulation vari-

ables. Therefore, because direct measurements of burning rate di¨erences can

reduce the uncertainty of di¨erences estimated from two independent measure-

ments by roughly 40%, direct measurements of burning rate di¨erences in strand

burners would be very valuable.

Taut wire BS positioning (Tim Parr, personal conversation, 2003) o¨ers this

measure along with reduced focal volume requirements and enhanced resolution

for visual information recording (Fig. 7). It would apply for initial temperature

and formulation sensitivities. Moreover, it doubles the information/burn. In

addition, an optical ¦ber as taut wire o¨ers concurrent BS temperature mea-

surements. Moreover, another in the gas phase slightly displaced from and

crossed with the BS o¨ers correlogram based heterogeneity information, e. g.,

gas temperature and speed and distribution.

The above demonstrates that optical strand burners + digital image recorders

+ additional diagnostics enable more information/unit cost routinely for basic
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formulation studies in academy and workplace environments. Although the ini-

tial investment is signi¦cant, operational expenses appear similar to conventional

Crawford burners that provide only mass-mean burning rate information.

3.1.2 Rotating valve burners

Glick [55] demonstrated that concurrent correlation of rb and Rp data with

a phenomenological burning rate model can enhance information production and

provide a calibrated phenomenological model. Moreover, because the §ame tem-

perature response function —f = (T̂f/T f )/(p̂/p) identi¦es when BS composition
changes are signi¦cant during transients extending this approach to include con-

current rb(p, T0), Rp(ωc : p, T0), and —f (ωc : p, T0) information enhances their
potential. There are two major challenges:

(1) concurrent rb, Rp, and —f,p measurements at ¦xed p and T0 at a multiplic-
ity of ωc per burn with small propellant samples; and

(2) development of heterogeneous propellant de§agration models that can ro-

bustly predict these parameters.

The rotating valve burner [56] is attractive for the characterization function:

its propellant grain is small and easily obtained from ice cream carton samples;

existing hardware o¨er concurrent rb and Rp measures; operational ultrasound

diagnostics o¨er additional diagnostic information; and alternative rotating valve

designs appear more robust.

The rotating-valve burner oscillatory-pressure environment is currently em-

ployed to estimate a propellant pressure-coupled acoustic admittance function

by exploiting the burner large residence time τch characteristics [56]. However,
because pressure-coupled mass and §ame temperature response functions are

the propellant properties, assuming the rotating-valve area perturbations are

invariant, i. e., every rotation is identical, enables concurrent mass and §ame

temperature response function estimates from measurements at two di¨erent

residence time states τch1 and τch2 as

—f =
ωc[(2ε1 − 2ε2)τch2 + τch1(2ε1 − 2ε2)] + 2i

(
ω2cτch1τch2 − 1

)
(ε1 − ε2)

ωc[ε1ε2(τch1 − τch2)]
�

+
γ + 2iωc(τch1 + τch2)− 2τch1τch2ω2c + 1

γ
; (6)

R =
ωc[(ε1 − 2ε2)τch2 − τch1(ε2 − 2ε1)] + i

(
2ω2cτch1τch2 − 1

)
(ε1 − ε2)

ωc[ε1ε2(τch1 − τch2)]
�

− 1 + 2iωc(τch1 + τch2)− 4ω2cτch1τch2 − γ

2γ
. (7)
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Therefore, in principle, a rotating-valve burner with a multifrequency rotat-

ing valve could estimate rb(p, T0), Rp(ωc : p, T0), and —f (ωc : p, T0) concurrently
for its p and T0 environment and formulation in a single test from pressure
measurements and burner geometry alone. However, with ultrasound instru-

mentation direct, instantaneous burning rate (albeit potentially corrupted) and

pressure-coupled mass response function information (potentially not robust)

would be available in real time. Consequently, since burning rate and pressure-

coupled mass response functions are the propellant properties, their ultrasound

measures must be sensibly constant when mean pressure and variable throat area

forcing are. Hence, ultrasound instrumentation provides indirect measures of the

rotating-valve forcing function invariance that could be employed to assess the

quality of characterizations based on Eqs. (6) and (7) and/or to control rotating

valve parameters to maximize uniformity.

If the rotating valve is well designed, its stimuli are limited to its character-

istic frequencies. Therefore, p′(ωc) information in these ¤open intervals¥ of the

spectrum o¨ers direct combustion noise information. Moreover, because dispari-

ties between ultrasound and Eqs. (6) and (7) Rp(ωc : p, T0), measures depend on
rs(�x, t), Ts,g(�x, t), Ms,g(�x, t), etc. and BS topography, this approach also o¨ers
explicit heterogeneity related information.

Schusser et al. [45] linear transient burning rate mode upgraded with Eq. (5)

o¨ers a viable Rp(ωc : p, T0), —f (ωc : p, T0), capable model in closed form with
S(x) unknowns. Therefore, concurrent correlation approach [55], extended to
include —f information, o¨ers implicit estimates of S(x) functions and a model
that predicts rb, Rp, and —f for the characterized propellant.

Unfortunately, Schusser et al. model [45] cannot provide nondeterministic

BS eªux information. Figure 8 sketches the life of an oxidizer particle from its

entrance into the condensed-phase preheated regime (gestation), arrival at the BS

(birth), and either burn-up on or dispersion from the BS (death). Beckstead [57]

estimated that the regression rate

Figure 8 Diagram of oxidizer particle evo-
lution

and oxidizer/fuel ratio could vary

during the AP particle life on the BS

by roughly a factor of three. There-

fore, since all of Fig. 8 states coexist

on the BS, individual oxidizer par-

ticle responses with identical birth

characteristics but di¨erent birth

times can di¨er signi¦cantly. In-

deed, if there is an ignition delay,

a part of the BS AP is not burning. Moreover, for pressure oscillations with

1/frequency � the oxidizer particle lifetime, the AP particle life is too short to
see signi¦cant variations. However, when 1/frequency ≤ particle lifetime, pres-
sure oscillations impact its life. Therefore, embedding this model in a statistical

framework would embed Beckstead£s oxidizer model in a propellant model.
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In the past, the veracity of [56] bulk mode analysis of the rotating valve

burner was assumed. However, a Roc¦re Code based DNS would provide a vir-

tual assessment of similar, simpli¦ed rotating-valve burner models and details of

their operation. Moreover, a virtual assessment of proposed ultrasound burning-

rate measurement sensitivity to items (a) and (b) e¨ects should be possible and

would indirectly relate Rp(ωc : p, T0) measures from Eqs. (6) abd (7) and ultra-
sound information. Therefore, a number of indirect sources of items (f) and (g)

information exist whose viability detailed simulation could assess (and optimize

if viable).

Micci [58] demonstrated an MHD burner based on a uniform magnetic ¦eld

and two-electrode MHD §owmeter for direct pressure-coupled acoustic admit-

tance measurements. A characteristic of this burner is its extremely noisy MHD

§ow meter measurements. Moreover, because the MHD §owmeter measurement

assumes that the §ow ¦eld is axisymmetric but item (f) invalidates this assump-

tion, this noise is expected and related to items (f) and (g). Therefore, estimates

of items (f) and (g) attributes in statistical form may be possible. Since multiple

electrodes and a uniform magnetic ¦eld enable velocity pro¦le estimates in an

axisymmetric §ow, velocity pro¦le measurements in asymmetric §ows present

a fundamental challenge. However, because the magnetic ¦eld is a free variable,

are multiple electrodes and an appropriately nonuniform magnetic ¦eld that ro-

tates adequate? In short, can multiple electrodes and a magnetic ¦eld that

rotates during the measurements provide asymmetric velocity pro¦le estimates

in a statistical sense?

  A Roc¦re Code based simulation could assess feasibility and, if viable,
optimize apparatus parameters virtually.

3.1.3 Motor testing

Instrumentation for a conventional static motor test typically consists of thrust

and head-end pressure measures. Hessler and Glick [19] demonstrate that modal

frequency, modal stability margin, and §ow structure estimates can be obtained

from head-end pressure measurements if the omni-present pressure oscillation

measurement has adequate s/n∗. Therefore, motor omni-present pressure oscil-

lations provide a passive, nonintrusive, and essentially free information source.

Moreover, Hedge and Strahle [60] demonstrate that omni-present pressure oscil-

lations of the head-end are rich in acoustic information while those at the aft end

are rich in §uid dynamic information. Consequently, extending the Hessler£s ap-

proach to include both measures (and in between information from hoop strain

∗Culick and Seywert [59] demonstrate that pulsing is more accurate. However, because

this work employed neither optimal ¦ttings, examined why identical basic information could

produce di¨erent results for alternative but complimentary interrogations, nor contrasted the

cost e¨ectiveness and perils of pulse testing with Hessler£s passive approach.
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measures?) o¨ers additional passive, nonintrusive and inexpensive information.

In e¨ect, the motor is instructing the listener aurally in its language: the chal-

lenge is to translate this into your language.

Champolin£s translation of Egyptian hieroglyphics was a linguistic triumph;

its key was the Rosetta Stone£s message in a known language and hieroglyph-

ics. Although this aid is denied (¤solid rocket motor¥ is not spoken much less

written), the present time has Roc¦re Code based DNS that can correlate motor

pressure oscillation information with BC, §ow ¦eld, etc. information in quanti-

tative detail to suboxidizer particle scales. Moreover, this is supplemented with

qualitative measures of rb(p, T0), Rp(ωc : p, T0), —f (ωc : p, T0), metal agglomer-
ation, and de§agration process acoustic energy emissions and qualitative de§a-

gration process information (see, e. g., Fig. 2). Therefore, Roc¦re Code based

DNS ability to falsify hypotheses in its virtual reality o¨ers indirect capability

of estimating su©cient BC information from extended ballistic characterization

and motor data. Indeed, the process is similar to (but di¨erent than) the past

time successful application of inadequate ballistic characterization information,

1D models, and additional motor development and experimental information to

successfully develop solid rocket motors.

A major challenge is the prohibitive computational expense of Roc¦re Code

based DNS for larger motors. Therefore, a computationally fast mimic appears

necessary. How is this to be accomplished?

  CFD solutions of fundamental ¦eld equations with adequate BC informa-
tion?

  CFD solutions of fundamental ¦eld equations with deterministic BCs and
necessary nondeterministic BC information embedded in the ¦eld equa-

tions?

  An alternative approach?

The only certainty is that naive homogenizations (see, e. g., [61]) cannot achieve

robust results and deep understanding of the phenomena.

3.2 Summary

Windowed strand burners with cine digital imaging and combustion noise diag-

nostics o¨er concurrent burning rate, dispersed agglomerate sizing, and visual

and aural de§agration process characterizations at conventional stand burner

cost/strand and time/strand. Moreover, information/unit cost can be enhanced

with technical development, e. g., taut wire BS positioning and direct measure-

ments of burning rate di¨erence. Rotating valve burners can provide concurrent

pressure-coupled mass and §ame temperature response function estimates and
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the MHD burner may have potential for statistical BS eªux characterizations.

High s/n measurements of omni-present pressure oscillations at head and aft
ends of motors during motor testing o¨er estimates of acoustic mode frequencies,

stability margins, and §ow ¦eld related information. Coupling this information

with appropriate detailed simulations o¨ers indirect characterization of items (a)

and (b) e¨ects necessary for robust application predictions. Since the exact path

to this goal is not yet clear (and no single path may be su©cient), continuing

development of detailed simulation, diagnostics, synergistic combinations, and

e¨ort are necessary.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Internal ballistics predictions based on deterministic ballistic characterizations

with necessarily homogeneous-propellant idealization are not robust for

heterogeneous-propellant grained motors that dominate applications. Moreover,

this idealization development/application without perspective to either heteroge-

neous propellant dominance or its innate challenges has inhibited research, cor-

rupted education, and penalized development. Although ameliorated in the past

time by necessity, empiricism, and increased risk tolerance, these detriments are

exacerbated in this ages low risk and cost environment because explicit charac-

terizations of nondeterministic BCs is now necessary for CFD based performance

predictions that are robust.

Fortunately, improved ballistic characterizations can distinguish applications

where deterministic models are adequate thereby enabling robust predictions

for these speci¦c applications. Moreover, improved ballistic characterization

and motor testing provides explicit nondetermininistic information related to

nondeterministic BC information necessary for robust predictions and deep un-

derstanding of phenomena in heterogeneous-propellant grained applications. In

addition, Roc¦re Code based DNS can mentor the development of technology to

transform this explicit nondeterministic information into BC information that

enables robust performance predictions because these DNS permit Popperian

hypothesis falsi¦cations. Because the path is uncertain, creative developments

are necessary. The ¦rst step is to recognize heterogeneous propellants innate

challenges; and the second step is to access small motor development informa-

tion.
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